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Features and Enhancements 

Executive Subscriber IMSI Count Reports for 2017 (F514) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement adds 4 quarter reports for 2017 with regard to the IMSI Count Reports. Note that the 

2016 reports have remained intact. 

 

Branding Change from CNA to CEA (F510) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement provides a branding renaming from Customer and Network Analytics (CNA) to 

Customer Experience Assurance (CEA). Associated brand naming that previously reflected ‘CNA’ as an 

acronym, or ‘Customer and Network Analytics’ as a complete phrase have now been changed. As of 

version 2.3 and above, Customer Experience Assurance (CEA) reflects the new product naming and 

product logo (top navigation bar) within the software and associated documentation reflect this change.  

 

Support of Tableau 10 (F436) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement upgrades the Tableau software used with CEA from version 9.3 to version 10.1. This is 

performed as part of the CEA 2.3 upgrade effort. Additional efforts to update items used with Tableau 

include JavaScript API, REST API, User Management scripts, Workbook publishing and backup scripts, as 

well as validating and republishing each workbook and data source in the new release are performed for 

this enhancement.  

 

EXT JS GUI Framework Upgrade 10 (F484) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement provides the latest version of Ext JS GUI framework to version 6.2.1.  This is a 

required upgrade in order for the GUI framework to support the new software. 
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Ability to select time period across all dashboards (F489) 

Enhancement Details:  

A time period selection has been added to Voice Prefix and the VoLTE dashboards. Therefore this 

enhancement allows the user to select a range of dates to display, instead of merely selecting a single 

date/time period across all the dashboards within CNA. Note that this is user specific based on the user 

that is logged in at the time of the date/time period change selected.  

 

Market Ranking SUBKQI Dashboard Creation (F486) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement adds a new Market ranking left navigation. Under market ranking,  it expands the 
existing QoE trend dashboard (which already has sub-group and market filters) by adding a 
"comparison" trend chart below it, with the services KQI, and then further below includes a SKQI/KPI 
rate trend char to indicate where is the problem resulting in bad QoE. Network element drilldown is also provided to 

go from bad QoE to serving network elements and the cause analysis.  
 
 

Ability to Support Secondary Left Navigation Menu in CNA GUI (F488) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement reorganizes the left navigation pane, along with additional enhancements which now 
allow for secondary navigation views.  
 
 

Land and Expand CNA – Licensing Support in CNA GUI and ETL Framework (F493) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement adds licensing support in CEA to enable data collection, processing and KPIs from 

interfaces based on licenses purchased by the customer. 

 

User Plane Enhancements (F542) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement adds drill down capability from the content type to the associated applications for 

ease-of-use. Specifically, it is now possible to drill down from the Content Type Ranking to Application 
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Ranking based on the Category. Filter options are available for further refinement. Additionally, the 

Content Type/ Applications/L7 Applications have been split into 2 separate reports to accommodate drill 

down from Content Type to Applications. Further, the User Plane QOE Service ranking is available to 

filter the lower section based on Content Type, and adds a bottom N field.  

 

Add Device Radio Interface Capabilities in Device Dimension (F515) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement adds device radio interface capabilities in device dimensions for EDGE, UMTS, WLAN, 

LTE being extracted from TAC data and stored in device dim. In addition, updates to the reference data 

format and data model have allowed Device OS and Bluetooth capability in the Device_Type_DIM have 

been made available. 

 

See average subscribers at the Aggregator router level for Backhaul (01198110) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement provides the ability to see average subscribers at the Aggregator router level for 

Backhaul.  

 

Increase the Report list Number in 'My Dashboards' Section (01198393) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement increases the view of the window size for the names of the Adhoc reports for private, 

shared within the CEA user interface. This increased size should allow for a larger number of available 

report names to be fit onto the screen which allows for better usability.  

 

SUPPORT UAT 2.1.0 - Enhance Data Integrity Overall Reliability (01174956, 01192547) 

Enhancement Details:  

This enhancement provides a new tab to the “Collectors” dashboard under “Data Collection and 

Loading” within the Administrator Console. This dashboard shows information about historical trending 

or missing probe date.  Users can use this dashboard to view both individual data source and aggregated 

results based on interface types, landing zones, and probes.  
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Defects Resolved 

 

Gx is not included on Database (US4107 / DE4256) 

Resolved Defect:  

This resolves an issue where the Unique subs dashboard displayed cumulative counts instead of valid 

daily count.  

 

Change Voice Service drilldown to Overall Voice Service Drilldown (US4138 / DE4167) 

Resolved Defect:  

For purposes of ease of use and understanding, the drilldown link from Subscriber Troubleshooting -> 

Subscriber Quality of Experience has been changed from "Voice Service Drilldown" to "Overall Voice 

Service Drilldown". Additionally, “Overall” has been added to the 3rd drilldown. 

 

Data Detail view on dashboard made with Data Source std_ctrl_f (US4193) 

Resolved Defect:  

This resolves an issue where the data displaying on the view was not consistent with the data within the 

Tableau report for Data Source std_ctrl_f (only). The issue was identified that Tableau sheets only 

performed joins with tables when it needed to, but the underlying data view always performed the 

joins, regardless of whether or not it needed to. Because the custom_subscriber_group_dim and 

subscriber_qoe_daily tables contain subsets of subscribers, joining with these tables filtered some 

subscribers out of the result set. To address this issue, 2 new Data sources were made that do not 

include the joins. Note that adhoc dashboards that do not use either of these 2 tables use these new 

Data sources instead.  

 

Inconsistency of values in tables day vs hour (DE4317 / DE4316) 

Resolved Defect:  
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This resolves an issue where an inconsistency existed between the DailySubCauseCodes and 

HourlySubCauseCodes (Part B). The issue has been resolved.  

 

RSL Trend is Empty (Microwave) 

Resolved Defect:  

This resolves an issue where the RSL Trend is empty. TO resolve this, CEA now shows renamed RSL 

columns based on customer feedback. Additionally, updates have been made to etl, fact, aggregation, as 

well as the addition of an add migration script. Post release of 2.3. the RSL Trend will should no longer 

be empty. 

 

Modifications to MNC Codes (Dimension Updates) 

Resolved Defect:  

Internal logic was modified to correct MNC related code for migrating subscribers already discovered 

(MNC Codes 2 vs 3 digits) 

 

Cause Code Dim and Disposition DIM (DE4154) 

Resolved Defect:  

This corrects an issue where a mismatch existed between the cause_dim and disposition_dim. This has 

since been resolved in this version 2.3 for this release. 
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Known Issues 

DE4765 –DST - Issue - all reports should consistently show the dates from the same offset 

Defect Details:  

After Daylight Savings Time (DST) change inconsistencies were noticed on reports (Network Executive and all single 

entities) where the specific date/hour didn't match what was seen on the reports. This matter is still being investigated 

for resolution. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

DE4046 – Any of the trends for specific Date displays data for Reporting Date but needs to 
display the date the user was drilling down.  

Defect Details:  

ACT > Subs QoE Dashboard-Drilldown from any of the trends for specific Date > displays data for the 

Reporting Date This needs to display data for the Date that the user is drilling down for, not the 

reporting date. Quality of Experience Lite & Quality of Experience Dashboards: This problem exists for all 

the Trends (which include): 

• Number of Calls 

• Data Signaling 

• Data Usage 

• SMS Service 

• VoLTE Service 

Additionally, the issue exists for all 3 drilldowns: 

Subscriber Usage 

Voice Service QoE 

Call Completion 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Viavi Feeds: 

*Note: This issue has been known since 2.1 installation 
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1. Gx/Gy feed: DRA IP instead of end-point IP 

o In many cases, the probe records do not show the IP addresses of the actual NE.   The 

records contain the IP addresses of DRA instead. 

Sample statistic: 

 

o As a result, although all the records will be retained, only the records with the actual NE IP 

addresses will be recognized and included in the Core NE aggregations. 

 

2. ISUP: long & invalid calling/called party numbers 

o ISUP interface contains unrecognized number of digits for calling and called party 

numbers.   Some of the records also contain invalid digits. 

o As a result of the joint discussion with AT&T and Viavi, SQA has implemented the 

following logic in R2.1 release: 

▪ Up to 13 digits:  the prefix identification logic remains the same 

▪ 14 digits: discard the first 4 digits and look up the prefix as a 10 digit number 

▪ 15 digits: develop new logic, otherwise discard 

▪ 16 digits: discard the first 6 digits and look up the prefix as a 10 digit number 

▪ 17 digits: develop new logic, otherwise discard 

▪ 18 digits: discard the first 6 digits and look up the prefix as a 12 digit number 

▪ 19 digits: discard the first 6 digits and look up the prefix as a 13 digit number 

▪ 20 digits or longer: develop new logic, otherwise discard 

 
 

    
Count 

DRA 
% DRA 

Gx 
PCRF 0 0.00% 

PCEF 424 100.00% 

Gx Total   424 100.00% 

        

Gy 
OCS 99892 19.16% 

PCEF 421375 80.84% 

Gy Total   521267 100.00% 

 


